OM NO.-02/2018-19/BUDGET

Subject: Analysis of Rationalization of Security Guards at offices of Prasar Bharti.

Prasar Bharti has taken several steps to rationalise the expenditure related to hiring of Security Guards. In order to analyse the effect of implementation of rationalization in deployment of Security Guards, the Budget Section of this secretariat has sent emails to all concerned offices of Prasar Bharti, asking them to fill the data like Name of Station and No. Of Guards deployed (i.e. between Jan,18 to July,18) directly in Google form.

Google form is a cost-effective & efficient way to collect & collate data. In case of non-receipt of said email from Budget section of this secretariat, Sh Deepak Dhiman, Cost Trainee on his email id: cmadeepakdhiman@gmail.com may be approached. Thus, Both the Directorates, NABM, CCW and all field units are requested to fill the Google forms received on their emails within 15 days of issue of this order.

ADG (A): AIR/DD, ADG (E): NABM
DDG (A): AIR/DD

Copy to:
1. ADG(F): AIR/DD
2. DDA (Score): AIR/DD for compliance in this regard.
3. DDG (T) (PB): with request to get it uploaded on PB web-site.